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Validation of EyeArt Automated Diabetic Retinopathy Screening
System on large cohort of mydriatic and non mydriatic
telescreening data from EyePACS
Kaushal Solanki1, Malavika Bhaskaranand1,
Chaithanya Ramachandra1, Sandeep Bhat1, Muneeswar G. Nittala3,
Srinivas R. Sadda3, Jorge Cuadros2. 1Eyenuk, Inc., Woodland Hills,
CA; 2EyePACS LLC, Berkeley, CA; 3Doheny Eye Institute, Los
Angeles, CA.
Purpose: Current manual diabetic retinopathy (DR) screening setups
cannot scale to triage the ever-increasing population of diabetic
patients at risk of vision loss. EyeArt meets this growing need with a
fully-automated, cloud-based screening system. Diagnostic efficacy
of EyeArt is demonstrated on a large dataset of both mydriatic and
non-mydriatic color retinal fundus images
Methods: EyeArt’s hybrid approach combines novel morphological
image analysis with state-of-the-art deep learning techniques to
create an automated DR screening system engineered for large scale
deployment on the cloud. EyeArt automatically analyzes multiple
fundus images of a patient to generate patient-level DR screening
recommendation, while flagging and excluding external eye images
and poor quality images.
850,908 color retinal fundus images of 107,001 diabetic patient
visits or encounters from the EyePACS screening program were
automatically analyzed by EyeArt. EyePACS human graders
provided the ICDR severity level and Clinically Significant Macular
Edema (CSME) surrogate markers present/absent for use as reference
standard to evaluate EyeArt’s DR screening recommendations. A
patient was deemed non-referable if there was mild or no signs of DR
and no CSME surrogate markers in both eyes. 5291 encounters did
not have grading due to image quality and were excluded from this
analysis. 54,481 (53.6%) cases were non-mydriatic, 46,580 (45.8%)
cases were mydriatic, and dilation status was missing for 649 cases.
Results: In the 101,710 encounters, prevalence of encounters with
moderate non-proliferative DR (NPDR) or higher or with surrogate
markers for CSME was 19.3% and prevalence of encounters with
potentially treatable DR (severe NPDR or PDR) was 5.1%. EyeArt’s
screening sensitivity was 91.3% and specificity was 91.1% with area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) of 0.965.
EyeArt’s sensitivity for detecting potentially treatable DR was 98.5%.
The performance split as per dilation status during imaging is listed
in Table 1.
Conclusions: EyeArt automated system has high screening
sensitivity and specificity on both mydriatic and non-mydriatic retinal
images as demonstrated on a large real world dataset making it safe
and effective for DR screening.

EyeArt results stratified based on the dilation status of the encounter.
N = 101,710
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Catastrophic Failure in Image-Based Convolutional Neural
Network Algorithms for Detecting Diabetic Retinopathy
Stephanie K. Lynch1, Abhay Shah2, James C. Folk1, Xiaodong Wu2,
Michael D. Abramoff1, 3. 1Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences,
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics, Iowa City, IA; 2Electrical and
Computer Engineering Department, University of Iowa, Iowa City,
IA; 3IDx LLC, Iowa City, IA.
Purpose: Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) outperform retinal
specialists in detecting diabetic retinopathy (DR). There are two
principal CNN designs: 1) image-based deep learning algorithms,
such as that developed by Google Inc.,[1] in which a CNN trains
based on whole images, and 2) hybrid algorithms, in which multiple,
semi-dependent CNNs train based on the appearance of focal lesions
[2]. We compared the performance of these two CNN designs on
adversarial (confounder) images, in which a small fraction of pixels
have been modified.
Methods: Ten (10) DR images were selected from a reference set.
The images were subjected to slight pixel modifications through a
process called adversarialization. This was performed as follows:
the 10 DR images were presented to an image-based CNN, which
had already been trained on 500k DR images (AUC 0.99) to high
performance. The diagnostic output for the 10 images was re-labeled
from ‘DR’ to ‘normal.’ The resulting error was back-propagated into
the image through 450 iterations; pixels in each image were updated
iteratively at the input layer as εsign(,xJ(θ,x,y)), where ε is the small
learning rate (0.001) and ,xJ(θ,x,y) is the gradient of the Jacobian.
Ten (10) adversarial images resulted. These were input into the
hybrid algorithm, trained on a set of 5 million image components
(AUC 0.98), to determine if DR would be detected.
Results: The difference between the adversarial images and original
DR images averaged 0.5-1.3 pixel values (0.12%-0.51%) [Fig. 1].
Clinicians and the hybrid algorithm identified the adversarial images
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correctly as ‘DR,’ despite the fact that the image-based system
classified all of them as normal.
Conclusions: Although both image-based and hybrid systems
perform equivalently on validated datasets, image-based systems
may fail catastrophically when confronted with adversarial images.
They are sensitive to extremely small changes, potentially leading to
false negatives. Hybrid algorithms based on multiple semi-dependent
CNNs may offer a more robust option for clinical screening.
1. Gulshan V et al. Development and Validation of a Deep Learning
Algorithm for Detection of Diabetic Retinopathy in Retinal Fundus
Photographs. JAMA. 2016 Nov 29.
2. Abràmoff MD et al. Improved Automated Detection of Diabetic
Retinopathy on a Publicly Available Dataset Through Integration of
Deep Learning. IOVS. 2016 Oct;57(13):5200-5206.

(Fig. 1), intraretinal versus subretinal fluid, focally versus broadly
adherent membranes, intraretinal cysts before and after membrane
peeling and laser treatment scars that showed adhesions bridging
choroid to detached retina. In review, one could view interaction
between instruments and fibrovascular membranes and confirm
separation of membranes from retinal tissues during delamination
(Fig. 2). In 2 cases, delamination required viscodissection, achieved
by creating a hole in the fibrovascular membrane and injecting
viscoelastic. In one of these cases, SS-MIOCT differentiated between
an initial partial thickness hole created in the membrane versus a full
thickness hole, facilitating successful viscodissection. A limitation of
SS-MIOCT was the depth of field and challenge to rapidly shift the
focus. This resulted in poor quality images in 4/16 eyes (25%) due to
high DTRD elevation.
Conclusions: SS-MIOCT can provide important guidance during
complex vitreoretinal surgery for DTRD. Further advances are
needed for wider application of this technology.
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Visualization from microscope-integrated swept-source OCT in
vitreoretinal surgery for diabetic tractional retinal detachment
Hesham Gabr1, 2, Xi Chen1, Tamer H. Mahmoud1, Lejla Vajzovic1,
S. Tammy Hsu1, Alexandria Dandridge1, Karim Sleiman1,
Oscar Carrasco-Zevallos3, Christian Viehland3, Joseph A. Izatt3,
Cynthia A. Toth1, 3. 1Ophthalmology, Duke University, Durham, NC;
2
Ophthalmology, Ain-Shams University, Cairo, Egypt; 3Biomedical
Engineering, Duke University, Durham, NC.
Purpose: Two dimensional (2D) intraoperative spectral-domain
OCT has been used to identify surgical planes during membrane
delamination in diabetic tractional retinal detachment (DTRD)
surgery. We evaluated the potential utility of live volumetric (4D)
intraoperative swept-source microscope-integrated OCT (SSMIOCT) in DTRD surgery.
Methods: In this retrospective study, cases with DTRD were
imaged under IRB approved prospective protocol using SS-MIOCT
capable of producing live volumetric (4D) imaging during surgical
maneuvers. In near real time, images were displayed in stereo headsup display with surgeon-controlled volume rotation via a joystick
facilitating intraoperative image analysis and surgeon feedback.
Postoperative review included scoring image quality, identifying
DTRD-related pathologies and tracking surgical maneuvers.
Image quality was scored as “good” if the detached retina could be
distinguished from overlying fibrovascular membrane in 2D and 4D
images.
Results: Good quality 4D visualization from SS-MIOCT was
obtained in 12/16 eyes (75%). Identification of DTRD-related
pathologies was feasible in 9 eyes. These included: retinoschisis

Fig. 1: Retinoschisis.
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Fig. 2: Membrane delamination. A) En face view. B) B-scan. C)
and D) Volume rotation with 3D image from 2 different angles. (*):
Fibrovascular membrane.
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Early regional patterns of retinal oxygen saturation and
peripapillary microvascular perfusion in type II diabetic patients
without retinopathy
Julia Hafner, Laurin Ginner, Sonja Prager, Rainer A. Leitgeb,
Christoph Mitsch, Christoph Scholda, Ursula Schmidt-Erfurth.
Opthalmology and Optometry, Medical University Vienna, Vienna,
Austria.
Purpose: Alterations in retinal oxygen metabolism and microvascular
perfusion have been described as signs indicative of the development
of diabetic retinopathy. However, it is so far unknown which areas
or quadrants of the retina are affected first. The purpose of this study
was to investigate if early changes in microvascular alteration follow
a distinct regional pattern of distribution.
Methods: Type II diabetic patients without diabetic retinopathy
were imaged consecutively with 2 devices and one eye in each
patient was chosen randomly for analysis. Fundus camera-based,
dual-wavelength oximetry was performed to measure retinal oxygen
saturation in major peripapillary vessels (defined by a diameter ≥ 93
μm) supplying the four retinal quadrants. Inner retinal peripapillary
microvascular flow was determined by optical coherence tomography
angiography (OCTA) using a prototype system with a sweptsource laser at a central wavelength of 1050 nm, a post-processing
sweep rate of 400 kHz and a 16 degrees field of view. After manual
segmentation and exclusion of vessels with a diameter ≥ 93 μm, the
flow index, defined as the mean flow signal intensity ranging from
0 to 1, was calculated in the remaining microvascular bed.
Results: Sixteen eyes of 16 patients (59±11 years, 5 female) were
included in this study. Retinal oxygen saturation was 97.25±5.39 % in
arterioles (128.88±10.72 μm diameter) and 61.58±7.95 % in venules
(156.96±14.14 μm diameter), resulting in a total oxygen extraction
of 35.67±5.63 %. In general, the saturation was higher nasally
than temporally showing a decreasing pattern from the upper nasal
through the lower nasal, upper temporal and lower temporal quadrant
in arterioles and venules. In contrast, DOCTA peripapillary flux
tended to be lower nasally than temporally following an increasing
trend from the upper nasal through the lower nasal, lower temporal
and upper temporal quadrant. Increased microvascular flux was
associated with increased arteriolar and decreased venular saturations
temporally as well as nasally.
Conclusions: Functional imaging identified a pathognomonic
distribution of alteration in retinal hemodynamic parameters
representative of early diabetic microvascular dysfunction, which
might improve the understanding of the pathophysiology of diabetic
retinopathy.
Commercial Relationships: Julia Hafner; Laurin Ginner, None;
Sonja Prager, None; Rainer A. Leitgeb, None; Christoph Mitsch,
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Fractal Analysis of Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography
in Diabetic Retinopathy With and Without Macular Edema
Suruchi Bhardwaj1, Edmund Tsui1, Sarwar Zahid1, Nitish Mehta1,
Emma Young1, Steven Agemy3, Patricia M. Garcia2,
Richard B. Rosen2, Joshua A. Young1. 1Ophthalmology, NYU School
of Medicine, New York, NY; 2Ophthalmology, New York Eye and Ear
Infirmary of Mount Sinai, New York, NY; 3Ophthalmology, SUNY
Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY.
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Purpose: To study fractal dimensional of retinal vascular disease
in patients with diabetic retinopathy(DR) with and without macular
edema using spectral-domain optical coherence tomography
angiography(OCTA)
Methods: A retrospective study of 49 control eyes from and 58
diabetic eyes. Of the 58 diabetic eyes, 23 had macular edema and
35 did not. OCTA images were acquired using the RTVue XR
Avanti(Optovue,Inc.Fremont, CA). Automated segmentation through
the superficial and deep capillary plexuses was obtained. Grayscale
OCTA images were standardized and binarized using ImageJ(NIH,
Bethesda, Maryland, USA). Fractal box-counting analyses were
performed with Fractalyse(TheMA, Besancon Cedex, France).
Fractal dimensions(FD) were compared using two-tailed t-tests
Results: The mean foveal and parafoveal thickness of all eyes studied
was recorded as per OCTA imaging reports (Table 1).
The mean FD for the superficial and deep plexuses of control eyes
was 1.651(SD=0.05391) and 1.677(SD=0.05325), respectively.
The mean FD for diabetic eyes without edema was 1.6(SD=0.07) for
the superficial plexus and 1.59(SD=0.07) for the deep plexus. There
was significant reduction in nonedematous eyes in the superficial
plexus (p=0.001) and deep plexus (p=1.49x10-6).
The mean FD for diabetic eyes with edema was 1.57(SD=0.066) for
the superficial plexus and 1.53(SD=0.075) for the deep plexus. There
was significant reduction in edematous eyes in the superficial plexus
(p=2.08x10-5) and deep plexus (p=1.85x10-9)
Conclusions: The OCTA FD is significantly lower in the superficial
and deep capillary plexuses in eyes with DR whether macular edema
is present or not. Utilization of FD gives an objective criterion to
assess microvascular disease burden in DR with and without macular
edema

Pre and post-processing spectral domain optical coherence
tomography angiography (SD-OCTA) images. All images are
segmented through the superficial capillary plexus.
A. OCTA- control eye.
B. Post-processing, standarization, and binarization of the image
shown in (A).
C. OCTA- diabetic retinopathy without macular edema.
D. Post-processing, standarization, and binarization of the image
shown in (C).
E. OCTA- diabetic retinopathy with macular edema.
F. Post-processing, standarization, and binarization of the image
shown in (E).
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duration of diabetes 10 - 20 years GCC thickness OD, and duration of
diabetes 10-20 years GCC superior thickness OD.
The slopes respective to each subgroup listed above are: -0.48, -0.86,
-0.735, -0.48, -0.915, -0.43, -0.635, -1.055, and -0.99.
Conclusions: Significant thinning of GCC was noted in subjects who
were males, whose BMIs were in the subgroup, 25.0-29.9, and those
who had diabetes for 10-20 years. Gender, duration of diabetes and
BMI may play a role in the progressive loss of GCC.

Table 1. Mean foveal and parafoveal thickness in micromillimeters
for control eyes, and diabetic eyes with and without edema.
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Ganglion Cell Complex (GCC) Thickness in Type 1 Diabetics, a
36 Month Retrospective Study
Loka Thangmathesvaran1, Kim Duong2, Bernard Szirth1,
Albert S. Khouri1. 1Rutgers University- New Jersey Medical School,
Monmouth Junction, NJ; 2SUNY College of Optometry, New York
City, NY.
Purpose: The ganglion cell complex consists of three retinal layers;
the nerve fiber layer, the ganglion cell layer, and the inner plexiform
layer which work in conjunction to protect ganglions from damage
that can mediate the development of glaucoma. We performed a
retrospective, observational study to analyze changes over a 3-year
period in ganglion cell complex (GCC) thickness in individuals with
type 1 diabetes using spectral domain- optical coherence tomography
(SD-OCT) based on; duration of diabetes, gender, age, and body
mass index.
Methods: We analyzed thirty-seven subjects, 18 males and 19
females, affected with type 1 diabetes who had a three-year history of
GCC thickness measurements using the SD-OCT (Optovue, Fremont,
CA). Measurements were included if they received ≥ 44 on the signal
strength index. Analysis of the overall group and the group divisions
per the categories referenced above were done in the following
criteria; GCC thickness OD, GCC thickness OS, GCC superior
thickness OD, GCC superior thickness OS, GCC inferior thickness
OD, and GCC inferior thickness OS. ANOVA repeated measures
test was conducted using SPSS and Excel Stats Plus to note which
tests resulted in significant differences in GCC thickness over the
three-year period. The study was approved by the Rutgers University
Internal Review Board (IRB) and is HIPAA complaint.
Results: Significant decreases (p<.05) in GCC thickness over a
period of three years were noted in the following subgroups with type
1 diabetes:
Overall GCC superior thickness OD, male GCC thickness OD, male
GCC superior thickness OD, BMI 25.0-29.9 GCC thickness OD,
BMI 25.0-29.9 GCC superior thickness OS, BMI 25.0-29.9 GCC
inferior thickness OD, ages 10-20 GCC superior thickness OD,

Table 1: Groups with significant differences in GCC thickness

Figure 1: Graphical representation of groups with significant
differences in GCC thickness over a three year period
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